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A strike with lasting impacts. A
strike that although solved one
issue, did not fx the root of the
problem.
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It is easier said than done to
overcome. Te Wright State and
Dayton communities experienced
a momentous amount of pain,
sufering, loss and yearning for a
diferent reality in the past couple
of years. Instead of focusing
on what caused the pain and
the circumstances we desire to
change. I am determined to focus
on the ways our communities
stood back up, how we recovered,
how we overcame.
In the past few years, Dayton
rebuilt afer devastating
tornadoes. Dayton grieved and
still grieves the losses from a
deadly shooting in the Oregon
District.
Wright State survived one of the
longest faculty strikes in history.

During this pandemic, we faced
racial injustice and political strife
from a record-breaking election.
I believe humans, in general,
the Dayton community and
Raiders are resilient. I hope as
you digitally fip through these
pages, you will remember, not
what knocked these communities
down, but everything we
overcame to stand back up.
In the creation of the inaugural
issue of “Flight Magazine,” I hope
to remind you that in troubled
times, there is also celebration. In
each negative situation, there is
always a positive takeaway. And
without any bad days, we may
not appreciate the good ones.
As Albus Dumbledore puts it,
“Happiness can be found, even in
the darkest of times, if one only
remembers to turn on the light.”
Regardless of what we expected
2020 to look like, and come what
may of 2021, we have overcome a
great deal, and we have much, if
not more, to be thankful.
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“Dayton Strong”
Stronger Together
BY ARIEL PARKER

Tis phrase has been seen and
heard all across the Greater
Dayton area and holds a special
place in our hearts. For those not
familiar with the phrase “Dayton
Strong,” it symbolizes a city of
people rising up and coming
together in the face of a tragedy
that rocked us to our core.
On Aug. 4, 2019, a lone gunman
shot into a crowd at Ned Peppers,
a bar in the Oregon District of
Dayton, and killed nine people
and injured 17 others before
Dayton police apprehended him
within 32 seconds.
Te Dayton community faced
many hardships over the past
year and a half, from $650,000 to
provide security in preparation
for a KKK rally to the Memorial
Day weekend tornadoes to one of
the deadliest events to happen in
the bustling Oregon District.
Dayton, with its population of
roughly 140,000 in 2018, is one
of the smallest cities in Ohio, and
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the idea that multiple, large–scale
devastating events like this could
happen in a single year is unheard
of even in bigger cities.

breathes on those 12 blocks. To
have a mass shooting take place
right at the heart of the city is
heartbreaking.

Many students at Wright State
University (WSU) visited the
Oregon District, Dayton’s historic
district and nightlife hotspot.
Te spirit of Dayton lives and

Kara Donbrock, an intervention
specialist, graduate student and
ftness and wellness manager
at WSU, was there the night it
happened. She shared her desire

IMAGE BY KAYLI THOMPSON

for people to support each other
and mourn the lives lost.
“[Te event] was hard for anyone
to understand. Whether you
were there or not, it was hurtful
for everyone in our community,”
Donbrock said.
Donbrock is extremely
appreciative of her family and
friends, but especially of her
Raider family that reached out.
She grappled with the survivor’s
guilt that she and many other
people have felt since that night.
“I feel like everyone should take
that as an example or a push to
tell your story and help people
with it. Tat’s all I want—to just
help people.”
Education Grad student Allie
Mann lived downtown at the time
of the tragedy. For her, the frst
few days aferward were a blur.

“It was very numbing, and
I honestly went through
many stages of grief. Te
Oregon District is so safe.
Te people downtown
are my people. It felt like
a personal trauma even
though I was a mile away,”
Mann said.
On Aug. 25, mere weeks afer
the shooting, Dayton made
headlines across the country
again. Tis time, it was for

IMAGE BY KAYLI THOMPSON
something remarkable. Local
comedian and Yellow Springs
resident Dave Chappelle hosted
an event called Gem City Shine
to “reclaim the Oregon District,”
where dozens of performers and
actors volunteered their time to
commemorate the shooting.
Among the many performers
in Dayton were Stevie Wonder,
Chance the Rapper and Kanye
West, the last of whom gave an
intimate Sunday service at the
RiverScape MetroPark just hours
before Chappelle’s event.
“[Gem City Shine] showed how
much love and support Dayton
has, and although they took that
time to mourn … they also made

it fun. Tey said, ‘do not let this
person who caused this ruined
the atmosphere of the Oregon
District,’” Donbrock said.
Donbrock believes that Dayton
did a great job of taking those
setbacks and going further and
trying to make the best of it. She
is also extremely appreciative of
the university and its staf for
being there for her.
“Wright State was wonderful
and ofered great services [afer
the shooting]. Counseling and
Wellness did an amazing job
putting opportunities out there,”
Donbrock said.
wsuguardian.com
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Heart Mercantile, a shop located
in the Oregon District known
for its quirky and comfortable
clothing, was among the many
stores to open up their doors
during the event.

Within 24 hours afer the
shooting, Heart Mercantile
designed “Dayton Strong”
T-shirts—proceeds of which went
directly to the Dayton Oregon
District Tragedy Fund, LLC.

“All businesses already have
such a great relationship and are
always looking out for each other,
but this really strengthened our
bond,” Heart Mercantile’s Social
Media Manager Tailor Curtis said.

“Our frst response was that we
had to do something for the
community,” Curtis said.

So many shops and restaurants
in the Oregon District came
together afer the event. Curtis
says that if another event takes
place in the future, they would
absolutely stand with the Dayton
community.

When Mann had the opportunity
to go to the event hosted by
Chappelle, she walked on the
Oregon District streets among the
over 20,000 estimated attendees.
“Te Gem City Shine event was
the frst time I saw people smile
since the incident. It almost felt
like a group therapy session.

Strangers were hugging and
crying on each other’s shoulders;
some were sharing laughs and
smiles. Tere were thousands
of people there, but we were all
experiencing the same traumas
and the city felt like one big
support system that night,” Mann
said.
Mann says that although those
events will always be a part of
the Oregon District’s history, she
refuses to let one person ruin
such a beautiful place for her. She
recalls the many heroes that night:
Jeremy Ganger, the bodyguard
at Ned Peppers who stepped in
during the chaos, and the police
ofcers that acted quickly to
apprehend the shooter.

“Every time I hear ‘Dayton
Strong’ I think about that
sense of community from
the Gem City Shine event—
how strangers joined
together to collectively
go through the motions
together,” Mann said.
“I really love that people are open
to talking about mental health
now. I’m so open. Trauma can
be so many diferent things. Te

IMAGE BY KAYLI THOMPSON
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tornado was trauma. COVID is
trauma. Te shooting was trauma.
Tis is such a weird time in life.
Let’s talk about it,” Donbrock said.
Donbrock now spends time
hiking with her pitbull, Cash,
and boyfriend and listening to
true crime podcasts. Before the
pandemic, she and a friend had
an outdoor yoga retreat in the
works focusing on heartfulness,
mindfulness and other counseling
services. Donbrock hopes that
afer the pandemic, the Dayton
community will be able to
come together more ofen in
remembrance. If there was ever

an opportunity to do another
event, she said she would “100%
like to be involved.”

newfound meaning of community
in the Gem City. On the frst
anniversary, they had a memorial
wall that visitors could put notes
“I’d love to see speakers for mental and messages on as well as a
health and just remind people of
candlelight vigil.
Dayton’s awesome community.
It should be a positive event.
Afer that night, many stores,
Tat’s how I always want it to be,” restaurants and families in
Dayton came together and
Donbrock said.
continue to support each other.
Today you can still see signs
It can be hard to move on from
such an event, or to even imagine commemorating the lives lost that
day and feel the energy in Dayton
that something like this would
and its people. Tere’s a reason
happen in your own backyard.
why we are called the Gem City,
And while witnesses and victims
and no matter what happens, our
are still picking up the pieces
city will keep on shining.
over a year later, there is a

IMAGE BY KAYLI THOMPSON
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A Red ‘C’ for Corona:

Overcoming the Physical and
Mental Effects of COVID-19
BY MAXWELL PATTON

“You feel like you have that big
red letter on the front of your
chest like ‘oh, I have a big C, a
red C for corona.’ I’ve had it, and
nobody still wants to be near
you,” said Wright State University
(WSU) chemistry lecturer
Michelle Newsome.

Newsome said. “We were in the
car unmasked, my dad’s in the
back with a fever and all that, and
so I was like ‘oh, I’m pretty sure I
can’t get it.’”

Newsome is one member of
the WSU community who
battled COVID–19 since March.
Students, professors and their
families have all fought the virus
together.

Some within the WSU
community have received
multiple diagnoses, and these
second instances have ofen been
much harder to fght of than the
frst.

Spending time with her elderly
parents, who contracted it in
June, Newsome was exposed to
the virus.

Senior Maxwell Gentile, an
organizational leadership student,
frst experienced the coronavirus
in late March. Afer he initially
caught the virus, Gentile’s body
felt unchanged.

“Tey got coronavirus during the
last week of June and I was the
one that took them to the doctor,”

8
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Four days later, she tested
positive.

“Te only thing I had was a runny
nose and a slight cough, but
other than that, I didn’t show any
symptoms,” Gentile said. He was
running a slight fever at the time,
but that only lasted for two days.

Between the beginning of
March and when he was
diagnosed, Gentile did not
take the virus seriously. He
felt that he would be okay
since he was young and
healthy.
At this time, the CDC
recommended that individuals
fghting the coronavirus should
quarantine themselves for 14 days
to avoid spreading it to others.
Gentile waited this period out and
was cleared by the Greene County
Health Department to head back
to work.

ILLUSTRATION BY SHANNON MCCABE

Te second time Gentile caught
the coronavirus, which occurred
in October, was much worse.
In addition to a runny nose
and a sore throat, he started
experiencing body aches and a
100-degree fever. Gentile soon
went to a drive-thru testing clinic,
and received positive test results
again that weekend. Tis caused
him to be bedridden for a few
days.

“It felt like if someone gave
you a bear hug and was
crushing you and wouldn’t
let go,” Gentile said. “Tat’s
what it felt like.”
Motion pictures major T.
Shawn Klugh II began showing
symptoms on Aug. 8, and those
symptoms felt minimal, close to
those of a sinus infection. He, his
mother, father and grandmother
all contracted the virus around
this date.

“My grandmother was the fastest
to recover from it,” said T. Shawn.
“She was better before the rest of
us were. It afected her dementia
extremely though, like she didn’t
know where she was or what was
happening. She was confused
constantly.”
His mother’s illness was similar
to a bad fu, while his father,
Timothy S., had a much worse
experience with the disease. He
experienced fu symptoms that
turned into nausea and, soon afer

wsuguardian.com
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this, a bout of pneumonia that
made it difcult to breathe.
“One night, I woke up only able to
breathe shallow breaths, and I was
feeling that not enough oxygen
was reaching my bloodstream,”
said Timothy. “Although I was
breathing, my body felt like it was
sufocating.”
Timothy’s wife called an
ambulance that night, and he was
admitted to the ICU.
“Te doctor told me later that I
would not have survived the night
if I had not been brought into the
hospital,” Timothy said.
Fighting the disease wreaked
havoc on the physical health of
each person.
Gentile kept himself occupied by
watching television and playing

10
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on his phone when he felt strong
enough. He was only able to stay
awake for two hours at a time.
Timothy was bedridden in
the hospital for three weeks as
doctors and nurses kept track of
his oxygen levels, and had to sleep
on a cushioned board face-down
to open his lungs more.

then all of a sudden, something’s
diferent,” Newsome said. “I was
like, wait a minute, because you
hear about it, people losing their
smell, and they’re like ‘what? No,
that can’t be.’”
Newsome had noticed that she
was unable to smell what was
baking in her oven.

“Tere were moments when my
oxygen would drop to the level
that I could not stop coughing,
which, in turn, made the situation
worse,” said Timothy. “It was
always a struggle to get my
breathing to stabilize again.”

“Ten, I started opening
things like vinegar, a bottle
of rubbing alcohol, and
sticking my nose straight
into it,” Newsome said.
“Nothing. Not even maybe.”

Each of them began losing their
sense of smell and taste.

Te coronavirus took a toll on
each person’s mental health, as
they were not able to interact with
their loved ones. Timothy spent
most of his days in the hospital
without the company of his wife
and son.

“Te second day afer my
diagnosis, I lost my smell
completely, and that in itself was
wild, like you’re sitting there and

“I was on my own in that room
because no one except my doctor
or the assigned nurse could go in,”
Timothy said. “Not even my wife
or son was able to visit me, which
was just torture for my emotions.”
“Tere was one point where I just
backed up to my husband and
said ‘please touch me,’ because
you just started to feel isolated
and nobody would touch you,”
Newsome said.
Another concern that is hitting
students, professors, and their
families hard is a fear of the
unknown, according to staf
psychologist for the university’s
Counseling and Wellness Center
Dr. Sarah Peters.
“We know that that’s always a
source of anxiety, of just not
knowing a clear path of what

happens next, and we’re all in that
boat,” said Dr. Peters. “None of us
really know what’s going to come
with this.”
Afer returning home from the
hospital and retraining his body,
Timothy felt healthy enough to
return to his job as a composer.
“On the day I could work a full
day online, I felt accomplished,”
Timothy said. “On the day I could
return to the ofce and work, I
felt the long journey was fnally
over.”
Even though the journey was over
for the Klughs, Newsome and
Gentile, they have been dealing
with ill efects long afer beating
the coronavirus. Newsome has
not fully recovered her sense of
smell, while Gentile has felt worn
out and extremely out of breath
while walking to his apartment.

“We can’t taste the same way
anymore,” said T. Shawn.
“Everything tastes strange, weird,
and wrong. Specifcally, sugary
things taste like chemicals. When
I drink soda, it tastes like I’m
drinking soda with an afertaste
of Windex.”
Tough many members of the
WSU community have recovered
from the coronavirus, it continues
to spread throughout the world
and infect millions of individuals.
It is important to remember
during this difcult time that
anyone struggling with the
coronavirus, whether they are
in Italy, Egypt or America, is in
this together. No one fghting
the disease has the same battle as
another, but they are all fghting
the same war.

wsuguardian.com
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“Silence is Betrayal”
Using Your Voice to Incite Change
BY ROXANNE ROESSNER

Te Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement swept
the world and made its impression on the Wright
State University (WSU) community. Celina, Ohio,
the home of the Lake Campus, held a BLM march
in June 2020. Members and supporters of the Black
community continue to fght for their voices to be
heard.

on June 15. Wilson believed that they and others
who have experienced racism should speak up
against it and that they wanted to use their voice.
Te rallying cry at several BLM events was, “Silence
is betrayal.”

“I always have this fear, especially with
young people, that passion dies rather
quickly. People become passionate about
things because it’s on the news and gaining
a lot of attention, but it dies quickly. Tat’s
why I frst said no to the Black Lives Matter
opportunities because I didn’t want to put
in the efort for something that would be
short-lived,” Wilson said.

Juneteenth celebrates the emancipation of those
held in slavery in the United States. Because of
movements like BLM, more people are being
exposed to Black culture and learning what may
have been previously ignored.

On June 19, a few days afer the Celina BLM
march, Wright State University President Sue
Edwards tweeted, “Today we pause to refect on
BLACK LIVES MATTER
the signifcance of this day and what it meant
155 years ago, what it means today, and how
Afer leaving the continent and doing work with
social justice, Teresa Wilson a member of the Mercer we might take action to make our society one
of equity & justice for all. #Juneteenth #BLM
County Democratic Committee returned to Celina
#NoPlaceForHateAtWrightState”.
just in time for a BLM march.

Wilson decided to speak up about BLM and their
experiences with racism at the Celina BLM march
12
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While some prefer to stay away from discussions of
race and racism, BLM has opened the door for those
who want to confront the issues head-on. Facebook
groups, like Black Lives Matter–Mercer County,
provide a space for people to speak about BLM and
continue to be active in the movement. It discusses
injustices committed against Black people and those
who protest the unjust nature of racial targeting.

IMAGE BY JESSICA FUGETT

“Racism does exist and it’s not something that
only happens ‘over there’ or to someone else.
It’s something that people have been and are
experiencing here within our own communities. For
some reason in Mercer County, we have always been
really good at turning a blind eye to it, and it’s been
here forever, we’re just pros at ignoring it,” Wilson
said.

THE PEOPLE’S RESPONSE
“For people who don’t support BLM, I guess I have
to ask, where does that leave me? How do I ft into
your life if you don’t support my own life?” Wilson
said.
Director of Administration through the Solution
Movement (a movement started by a Dayton local to
organize BLM protests) Nicol Oller has been heavily
involved with the Black community and activism for

her whole life. Oller’s family attended Martin Luther
King Jr. marches, growing up to show support for
the Black community and to bring attention to the
work that still needs to be done.
“As a future educator, I can’t sit back. I need my
students to know that no matter what happens, I
will always be there for them. I’ve made a big point
to be heavily involved. Te very next day I went to a
protest in Dayton and we were tear-gassed. At that
point I thought, ‘I’m doing nothing wrong,’ and this
was why I feel like I have to do this,” Oller said.
Oller has been involved in several protests, including
one at the Beavercreek Walmart, downtown Dayton,
Kettering, Oakwood, Riverside and Fairborn. While
the protests were meant to be peaceful, at times they
would turn violent. Because of this, Oller reached
out to the Dayton community to become more
involved with the movement.
wsuguardian.com
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“I felt like I still wasn’t doing enough,” Oller said.
Oller spoke at events and shared personal stories of
why she supported BLM.
“I shared what my reasonings are and who I’m doing
this for because a lot of it is directly for the youth,
but also for my family members, my people and
my brothers,” Oller said. “It’s not just about George
Floyd, it’s so much more than that. It’s about my life
mattering, my brothers’ lives mattering”.
WSU psychology major senior Trinity Rammel
attended the BLM march in Celina.
According to Rammel, a few counter-protesters
showed up at the event with signs reading “Protest
the protesters, the NRA way,” and a few brought
weapons.
“I understand wanting to stand up for something
you believe in, but the manner in which they did
was disrespectful,” Rammel said.

WHAT THE FUTURE HOLDS
According to Oller, the world is changing because
of BLM and she wants to continue working towards
change.

As for passion dying quickly, Oller was quick to
agree but urges people to continue speaking out
against injustice.
“Tere were two weeks when I was out every day
protesting. I don’t know what happened, but I agree
that passion dies quickly,” Oller said. “I think people
are losing steam, but we need to still use our voices.”
Rammel recognized a change in the Lake Campus
hometown.
“Personally, I believe it was able to open a few eyes
here in this small county. Te protest was a way for
individuals to share how they feel about the whole
movement. Tose who didn’t speak were there out
of respect and support. Tese types of things don’t
normally occur in Mercer County, so I think it was
nice to get out of our comfort zone,” Rammel said.

BLACK LIVES STILL MATTER
Troughout the past year, the entire world has
faced a pandemic and social uproar. Each and
every person matters, no matter the skin color, no
matter the nationality or ethnicity, no matter the
background or history. To be human is to be enough
for civil decency. Black lives matter and they always
will.

“I’m fghting the same fght that my
grandmother fought in the 40s. For the
future, I see America as the melting pot
that it was supposed to be. I want little
Black boys to be able to walk down the
street. I want children to not be in cages.
I want my little cousin to not be scared. I
don’t believe I’ll see it in my lifetime, but
that is my hope,” Oller said.

wsuguardian.com
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Wright Through My Eyes:

Rebekah Wyse
BY SHADDIA QASEM

IMAGE BY
JESSICA FUGETT

“I was born in Taiwan. My identical twin
and I were adopted at 21 months old to go
to the U.S. We were born with a condition
called Osteogenesis Imperfecta (brittle
bones disease,)” said Rebekah Wyse, junior
in the social work program aiming towards
a master’s degree.
“A couple years later, my parents became
missionaries and I lived in China for nine years,”
said Wyse. “In seventh grade, we moved back to the
U.S. for school and surgeries.”
Taking inspiration from her experiences, Wyse plans
to one day work in a children’s hospital.
With only a fve-minute commute, Wyse began
college life at Northwest State Community College
(NSCC).
“I went to NSCC because I did only College Credit
Plus (CCP) classes my senior year. Ten I did
another year because I got a scholarship. I wanted
to get my general education done by completing the

16
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Ohio Transfer Module, which means I was done
with all my general education courses. All in all, I
transferred in with 50 credit hours,” Wyse said.
Afer transferring from NSCC, the search for the
perfect school began. For Wyse, the perfect school
looked like an accepting, welcoming community,
afordable and accessible. Upon her search, Wright
State University (WSU) became home.
A Residential Assistant (R.A.) in the Honors dorms,
a transfer peer mentor and treasurer of Advocates
for Cultural Diversity and Excellence (ACE), Wyse
is also working towards joining the Asian Student
Association (ASA) and Social Work Club.
Along with all of the clubs Wyse is involved in,
including Chinese Club, she is in the process of
creating a disabilities group called “Abilities,” a
group dedicated to educating others about physical
and mental disabilities and starting a community on
campus.
“We know that the campus is a lot more accessible
than other campuses but I feel like it has been
stagnant of making additional improvements,” Wyse
said.
While holding an overall positive opinion of
accessibility on campus, Wyse is excited to bring
new ideas to the table to enhance WSU.

IMAGE BY JESSICA FUGETT
Besides accessibility, Wyse voices the need for
healthier appetizing food options on campus.
Working towards taking the steps to becoming an
organization, Abilities recently had its frst meeting
with a turnout of 17 people and is in the process of
voting on positions, looking for a staf advisor and
starting a constitution.
Abilities also looks to promote leadership
opportunities within group members, create
new friendships and encourage accessibility
improvements on campus.
Wyse plans to have a group meeting every other
week; allies welcome.

“Once we fnally become an organization, we can
advocate for things on campus,” Wyse said.

“We should always be making steps to improving
and fxing things,” Wyse said.

Among some improvements, Abilities will advocate
for convenient and accessible handicap buttons and
lowered soap dispensers in restrooms.

Of the many services that WSU provides, Wyse has
a few favorites that help her throughout her day-today life.

wsuguardian.com
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With her busy schedule and project–
involvement, Wyse works hard to erase
the stigma of what it is to have a disability,
proving that nothing is impossible.
“I just started to utilize Adapted Recreation by
getting a Workout Buddy to help me in the gym
and using the Counseling and Wellness Services for
self-care. So that once a week I make sure that I take
care of my body and mind. Tis way I’m healthy all
throughout school, year-round,” Wyse said.
With the help of surgeries and treatments, Wyse can
go one-to-fve years without breaking any bones.
“Having brittle bones disease, I used to break a
bone every three to four months when I was
younger. Currently, I don’t need to
take any medication for my
bones. I can walk with
a walker for a short
distance. However,
I use my power
wheelchair to

IMAGE BY JESSICA FUGETT
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get around campus easier. Plus, it’s safer for me to be
in my manual wheelchair even if I’m in the dorms,”
Wyse said.
Wyse stresses the importance of being conscious of
those with visible disabilities as well as disabilities
that are less noticeable or unseen. If you don’t know,
just ask.

Whether a person is born with it or is
diagnosed later in life, disabilities don’t
discriminate.
“Any person at any [time] in their life can get a
disability; anything can happen,” said Wyse. It’s
what brought me to the states, having this type of
education and [my] relationship with God.”
For Wyse, it’s important for
people to know that being
in a wheelchair does
not defne who she is
and does not stop
her from living
life.

IMAGE BY JESSICA FUGETT
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Overcome:

Two Years Since the Strike,
Where Are We Now?
BY KATIE CHROSNIAK

Being a student at Wright State University (WSU)
in 2019 was a difcult task as professors took to
the front lines to fght for a proper employment
contract.
“Te strike was very hard for a lot of students like
me who need their professor to be there for them,”
student Colten Purves said. “I am not a naturally
good student so I needed my professors to help me”.
Students were met by random adjunct faculty and
administrators running their courses for three
weeks, or even having their classes canceled for
nearly a month as they were fnally being made
aware of contractual issues that had begun to
become public.

Just a year before the strike, WSU was on the verge
of going into fscal watch when Cheryl B. Schrader,
Ph.D. took over as president.
“I don’t think people really knew the extent of the
fnancial challenges of the university, and so that
was quite eye-opening in understanding where the
institution really was,” Schrader said.
In the course of 18 months, President Schrader was
able to help the university completely turn around
their fnancial struggles and avoid fscal watch
altogether.

During this time, the WSU chapter of the American
Association of University Professors (AAUP)
was working on negotiating a new employment
On Jan. 22, 2019, WSU made national news contract with the the board. Tis event occurs every
three years on average. However, the faculty were
as faculty began one of the longest strikes
blindsided when the Board of Trustees proposed
in U.S higher education history. Hundreds
several signifcant beneft cuts with little to no room
of faculty and students manned the picket for negotiation able to occur.

line to protest a new employment contract
imposed by the Board of Trustees.
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“Te news tended to want to keep it [the reasons for
the strike] simple and clear, so they would share one
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or two issues for the strike, like salary or health care.
And of course, those are important but there were so
many other things that were important,” the current
president of the WSU Chapter of the AAUP, Noleen
McIlvenna said.
Issues that led to the strike included zero ability
to negotiate better health care, no pay raises, job
security for tenured faculty, and many other topics
that the faculty felt were due for more negotiation
than they were able to convince the board to partake
in. Te infamous strike was a last-ditch efort to be
heard.
And anyone who partook in the strike would say it
was not something anybody wanted to occur.
22
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“Surviving it [the strike] and immediately afer
were defnitely the low points in my professional
career. [It] was extremely challenging as you
would imagine,” Faculty Senate President Laura
Leuhrmann said. “And I think everybody looking
back on it recognizes it was very difcult and it
was difcult importantly on everybody in the
community.”

For 21 days, faculty members picketed
for their right to negotiate. While many
students were trying to learn in the
classroom with adjunct faculty and
administration, some joined into the
eforts to advocate for their professors.

“It’s amazing how unifed our student groups are
on campus. Lots of students understood what was
going on and joined their professors out on the line
over those three weeks.
And, to be fair, there were some students who
disagreed with the strike. In both cases, the students
had a lot to say and were able to get a frm message
across.” said then AAUP Contract Administrator
Robert Rubin.
Not every student on campus felt as though the
strike was justifable; in fact, a lot of students felt
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betrayed by their professors who spent their days
advocating rather than teaching.
“When the strike was over, our professors wanted
to continue things as usual and get back on
track. Whether they wanted to say it or not, they
abandoned us and expected us to be okay with it,”
Purves said. “We as students defnitely sufered
because some professors didn’t want to get their
message to the university the right way.”
Afer three weeks of protesting, the faculty strike
came to an end on Feb. 10. A weekend full of
negotiations led to an agreement that both the board
and the AAUP were content with; however, the
weeks following were just as difcult as the strike.
“Immediately afer the strike [something] that we
continue to face is the need to rebuild trust, and just
like every relationship, it’s very multifaceted trust
between the faculty and the staf, trust between
faculty members, who some of my closest friends,
were not out on strike for a variety of reasons,”
Leuhrmann said.
Two years have passed since the strike, and even
with changes in administration since then, there is
still a sense of distrust across the board.

“I think they kind of have a right to not
trust. But I think hopefully, over time, they
will realize there [are] no lies from me,”
current WSU President Sue Edwards said.
“I think it’s going to take a long time to
trust [administration]. I think trust is the
hardest thing to repair and takes a long
time.”
While faculty and administration work to rebuild
trust, not all faculty have faith that the next round of
negotiations will go over well.
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“Tings are smooth right now because there are
no negotiations, nothing to fght about. We have
the expectation that during the next contract
negotiations they won’t do the same thing again,”
McIlvenna said. “I’m nervous for the next set of
negotiations. When you ask me to project into
the future, I have no reason to believe they really
learned much. But it is three years away, so I’m not
that nervous yet.”
Other faculty are taking a more neutral approach to
the situation and are trying to move past the strike
for the betterment of the students.
“We don’t have to agree on particular issues. All
we have to agree [on is] that we’re on here about
educating our students, and I think I don’t know
anybody that would disagree with that. People do
not take striking lightly, it is an absolute last resort,”
Leuhrmann said.
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Ten, some faculty believe that we can only continue
going uphill from here.
“I got into this business because I want to be a
faculty member, I want to teach students, so you
have to remember administration isn’t somebody
that just kind of few in from a bank or something,”
Edwards said. “We’re an underdog for the wrong
reasons. I actually think that we’re a shining star.
But I think people just don’t know how good things
could be here.”
Reviews are mixed as to how the board and the
AAUP will be able to collaborate post-strike, but one
thing is for sure: No one has any plans to stand out
on the picket line anytime soon.
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A Modern Day Form
of Slavery:

Human Trafficking
BY ALEXIS WISLER

In 2019, there were 450 reported
cases of human trafcking
in Ohio, according to the
National Human Trafcking
Hotline. A modern-day form
of slavery, human trafcking
continues to take victims while
being misunderstood and
misrepresented.

UNDERSTANDING HUMAN
TRAFFICKING
Human trafcking, which incudes
sex trafcking and forced labor, is
a violation of human rights that
involves force, fraud or coercion
according to Janet Long, director
of community relations for the
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Mid-East Ohio Rescue and
Restore Coalition.

Human trafcking can happen
anywhere to anyone.

“By force means physical abuse,
physical bondage, where they
tell the victim to say or do what
you’re supposed to … fraud is
any false promises that they
might make to the victim. For
example, ‘I have a large home in
California and I’ll take good care
of you if you come with me.’ Tat’s
fraud because they’re promising
you something to get you to do
what they want you to do …
coercion is a threat of violence
or debt bondage. A lot of that
debt bondage comes from labor
trafcking,” Long said.

“It’s not just happening in
your cities, in your Clevelands,
Toledos, in your Cincinnati’s
and Columbuses, it’s all over,”
said Emily Billman, anti–human
trafcking coordinator for
the Ohio Human Trafcking
Initiative.
Most of the time, the trafcker is
someone who has gained the trust
of the victim.
“Kidnapping is less than 10
percent of human trafcking.
Te other 90 percent is a family
acquaintance, a family member,
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or an older boyfriend or
girlfriend,” Long said.
Movies like the 2008 flm “Taken”
directed by Pierre Morel where
a young woman is kidnapped by
sex trafckers on her vacation
in Paris, are what ofen come
to mind when people think of
trafcking, but for Katie, the
nightmare happened in her own
home. Katie was trafcked by
someone she was dating at 17
years old.

“He was gorgeous and he had
charm. I just wanted someone in
my life to show me attention for a
change, instead of being ignored,”
said Katie in a personal testimony
in the FBI documentary “Victim
of Underage Human Trafcking
Speaks Out.”
Once Katie realized that she
needed to leave, it was too late.
“I invested so much time and
so much money into Juan that

everything was tied into him. I
didn’t have a house, I didn’t have
a bank account, I didn’t have my
own car. I didn’t have anything.
So if I lef Juan I lef everything,”
Katie said.

WHAT ARE YOUR
VULNERABILITIES?
As with Katie, trafckers will prey
on the needs and vulnerabilities
of their victims.
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“A lot of times we have trafckers
who prey on addictions, whether
they’re pre-existing addictions
or they cause the addictions to
develop,” said Jennifer Rausch,
Legal director for the Ohio
Human Trafcking Initiative.
Trafckers take note of their
victim’s weaknesses and use those
to keep control over them.
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“It could be that you had prior
abuse. Or your vulnerability
is that you don’t have love and
support at home or you had
physical violence in your home...
so you had all this prior trauma
and then you had new trauma
on top of it and it gets really
complicated,” Rausch said.

For 23-year-old Tanya from
Ukraine, her trafcker preyed on
her fnancial instability.
To save money for her younger
brother’s surgery, Tanya got a
job at a cafe where a woman
who was aware of her fnancial
situation ofered her a job as a
nanny abroad. Unable to pass up
the opportunity, Tanya traveled

abroad and was thrown into the
world of sex trafcking.
“I couldn’t believe places like that
actually exist. I thought I’d fnd at
least one kind person,” said Tanya
in a documentary by Real Stories
“Te Billion Dollar Industry of
Sex Trafcking” which tells the
story of several victims.

PROTECTING YOURSELF ONLINE
“I think the thing to understand
and be aware of is what are your
vulnerabilities? What are you
in need of?” said Jomel Aird,
director of victim services for
the Ohio Human Trafcking
Initiative.

In the age of social media,
information and content shared
can be used against you and put
you in a place to become a target
for a trafcker.
“I think we ofen forget that there
are things like screenshotting
and screen recording and that it
can spread so quickly and that
once it sends you have no control
where it goes and that’s another
manipulation tactic that someone
can use over you. [Te trafckers]
play upon that shame and that
manipulation,” Billman said.

“If you don’t know the person
that’s friending you, or sending
you messages, or calling you,
don’t engage. Don’t answer.
Don’t give them any additional
information because you don’t
know what they’re using it for,”
Rausch said.
By knowing the truth about
human trafcking and
understanding why others fall
victim to it, we can end the stigma
and begin the fght against this
modern-day slavery.

Use caution with social media by
being selective about what you
post and who you allow to follow
you.

National Human Trafficking Hotline
Call: 1 (888) 373-7888
SMS: 233733 (Text “HELP” or “INFO”)
Hours: 24 hours, 7 days a week
Languages: English, Spanish and 200 more languages
Website: humantraffickinghotline.org

If you or someone you know is a victim of human trafficking, call now.
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Nature & Wildlife
Bounce Back in
Human Absence
BY KATIE CHROSNIAK
Coronavirus took the world by storm, sending billions into lockdown beginning late March 2020. As
people were quarantining in their homes for the sake of their health, the world around them began to
fourish and recover from the constant abuse of humankind.
“One thing that many people have noticed, especially when people were more on lockdown, is
that the boldness of wild animals had increased,” said Director of Wright State University’s (WSU)
Environmental Science Ph.D. Program Dr. Don Cipollini. “Animals like deer and such were more
frequently seen in areas where they would have been frightened of with more human trafc.”
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Students have also begun to cherish the incredible wildlife on campus now that they are back in action,
particularly along the trails all around the university.
“Personally, I am impressed by the sheer size of our campus trails. When I heard we had trails I wasn’t
expecting this. It’s impressive and a fun day’s adventure wandering through the woods,” said WSU
student Trevor Seech-Hvratin.
Speculation remains as to whether or not the signifcant decrease in human trafc and interaction
with the outside world during the pandemic is causing the environment to improve; however, the
improvements noted are not just coincidental.
“Some actual studies [conducted in the last few months] that I am aware of include the fact that some
songbirds were able to reduce the volume of their singing in areas where they did not have to compete
with trafc noise. Other studies in the same vein with insects suggest that they do the same thing,”
Cipollini said. “Overall, one could assume that with the reduced trafc noise, reduced lighting, reduced
pollution outputs, etc., that there were many such benefts for wildlife of the lockdown”.
As we wait for further research to be conducted, the students of WSU continue to admire local scenery
in a new light. By abiding by local and state guidelines, students have inadvertently begun to care for
the environment as well. Te healthier the environment is, the better quality of life the people and
wildlife living in it will have.
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What is Normal?

Capturing Upperclassmen
Stories of Campus Chaos
BY CLARE O’TOOLE

Wright State University’s (WSU)
main campus is usually a bustling
learning community. Te fall
semesters of 2018 and 2019 were
standard for incoming students.
New WSU Raiders got a chance to
experience the thrill of Fall Fest,
the beauty of every leaf changing
color, and sugar-fueled study
sessions and game nights at the
beloved Bridge Café.
Current juniors and seniors at
WSU have dealt with more than
any other graduating class since
starting their degrees. Between
the faculty strike in January 2019
and the rise of the coronavirus
pandemic in March 2020, it seems
these students cannot catch a
break.
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FACULTY STRIKE IMPACTS
STUDENTS
Tensions between the university
union and administration
mounted during the fall 2018
semester, and quite a few students
took note.
“Tere was a lot of build up and
speculation in the frst semester,”
said senior nursing major Bailey
Eickholt of the campus grapevine.
Once the strike began in January
2019, the then-freshmen and
sophomores were split on
how things changed. Only the
professors in the union and those
supporting the strike needed to
change their curricula.

Lyndsi Tompson, another senior
nursing student, remembered half
of her schedule turning upside
down.
“In organic chemistry, [we]
learned the frst lesson three
times,” Tompson said.
She recalled that one of the
substitutes, an adjunct professor
of the chemistry department, was
well-versed in teaching the lesson.
Te class was later supervised by
an unqualifed teacher.
Amber Sanders, junior human
services student recalls being
uncertain at frst whether she and
her classmates would lose their
professors.

Once the strike ended, the
campus community was relieved.
No one could predict what would
happen a year later.

WRIGHT STATE RESPONDS TO
PANDEMIC

WSU announced that students
would be remote afer spring
break once the virus had spread
to Ohio. On March 13, WSU
extended remote learning to the
rest of the semester.

“All of a sudden, we
Te coronavirus pandemic will be just didn’t come back,”
remembered as one of the most
said Anna Dunn, senior
historical events of this generation
marketing student.
due to its catastrophic impact on
the world. 2020 started with the
knowledge of a dangerous virus
in China, which only escalated.
By the end of January, the United
States and other countries saw
cases occurring.

She vividly remembers a
conversation with her friends
debating the seriousness of the
situation. Because many of those
students were seniors, speculation

quickly turned to “Wouldn’t it be
crazy if we just, like, never had
class together again?” Dunn said.

Getting a break from
normal was desirable before
people realized how long it
would last.
THE STRUGGLE IS REAL
“At frst, I was happy [for the
break] because I was exhausted.
Afer spring break, it was good.
But then I thought, ‘now what am
I gonna do?!’” said senior Spanish
major Michael ‘MD’ Curtis.
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He and others felt immediate
efects of social distancing and
isolation.
Senior Megan McKarns had been
active on campus in the Latino
Afairs community and involved
with church activities. Te sudden
switch to entirely remote courses
and little opportunity to socialize
safely took a toll on her.
“I hate online. I’m such a social
person!” McKarns said.
“I student teach once a week.
I have to go in [to school], but
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the kids are at home, and we are
trying to teach twenty-fve kids
frst grade math over Zoom!”
Sydney Hendricks, a junior early
childhood education major, said.
She explains how it is hard
enough to teach children new
concepts in the classroom, and
now technology glitches and lack
of preparedness on the part of
some kids and parents complicate
it further.
Whether a student is fve or 25,
online school is a new learning
curve for everyone.

NURSING STUDENTS GET MORE
THAN THEY BARGAINED FOR
Te required interactive and
manipulative work in nursing
courses has made remote lessons
especially difcult for nursing
students. Tompson named
Nursing 2100 as a class she found
particularly challenging.
“[It] was the hardest to learn basic
hands on skills,” Tompson said.
“Labs and clinicals need to be
interactive and cannot wait for a
better semester,” Anna Baugham,
senior nursing student said.

Baugham explained that
necessary skills such as placing
IVs and taking a patient’s blood
pressure must be mastered during
this time.
Students make eforts to stay
positive amid the chaos, but there
are still things they miss about the
good old days.

NOT PEOPLE-Y ENOUGH
Despite the critical need for social
distancing, students make eforts
to stay positive and look for the
good in their situations.
“All my Christian campus groups
love to bring in new freshmen and
students in general, so actually
my social life and the clubs I’m
in have been better because a lot
of people are in the same boat,”
Baugham said.
Hendricks misses her precoronavirus social life but fnds
that her ‘me time’ has increased.
“[My biggest challenge]
personally has been not being
around people. But several bonus
opportunities have come from
the extra time. I’ve been able to
catch up on school; I used to not
have time to eat! During the day
I can take cofee breaks and see
my friends, and I can pick up my
siblings from school,” Hendricks
said.

“It’s the social interaction I miss,”
said Curtis.

Te uncertainty of the pandemic
and the added stress of looming
graduation and jobs have
Despite having lived at home his
students’ futures hanging in the
whole time in college, moving to
balance. Tere is also longing for
the basement for classes instead of what might have been.
heading to campus every day has
gotten old fast.
WHAT IS THE NEW NORMAL?
Everyday challenges amidst a
looming pandemic harm students’
mental health.

CORONAVIRUS AND MENTAL
HEALTH
Mental health and illness are
common topics surrounding
the pandemic as frequently as
concerns for physical health.
Being isolated and living with
uncertainty and fear weighs down
on people.
“I’m learning since March to talk
about my feelings. I felt a lot of
emotions for the seniors...but I
wouldn’t let other people see my
emotions,” Hendricks said.
Sanders stayed home for the
spring 2020 semester to take care
of her mental health.
“[It] was no better but no worse at
home,” she said.
Now she is glad to be back on
campus.
“I needed a break from family
and to get more independence,”
Sanders said.

“It feels like I’ve never had
a normal year and I never
will,” Curtis said.
Tompson echoed this statement,
lamenting the fact that half of
every school year seems to go
awry.
“Just give me one normal spring
semester and I’ll be happy!
But, next semester doesn’t look
promising,” said Tompson.
Tis is concerning in terms of
coursework and in navigating the
job search once college is fnished.
“I know what I want to do, so I
don’t worry about fnding a job,
but what the timeline will be. Te
lack of networking and internship
opportunities and graduating into
a recession are what concern me,”
McKarns said.
Students are working
meticulously to push through the
consequences of these semesters,
but it is the Raider Pride in every
WSU student that will get them
where they want to be.
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An International
Student’s Journey to the
US During a Pandemic
BY OLHA ZUBAN

On the morning of Aug. 14, I was holding the folder
with all of my documents. I lef my bag and phone
with my mom and entered the U.S. embassy full of
confdence, knowing that something exciting was
waiting for me. I was at the beginning of the next
chapter in life, setting new life goals and challenging
myself on how far I could come.
Te story of every international student who
came to the U.S. to study in 2020 was absolutely
unique, and mine was not an exception. Without
the consistent support of Wright State University
(WSU), it would have been impossible for students
like me to get through such a difcult time of
uncertainty, when everything I had been planning
for a long time was hanging by a single thread.
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Although it did not always seem like it, I truly
believe that everything happens at the right time
and for a reason. Even if I did not agree with the
next step in my life, I was where I was supposed to
be. Every step I took was getting me closer to who I
am now.

ILLUSTRATION BY MAIREN DONOHOE
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Tree years ago I was lucky enough to participate
in the USA Work and Travel Summer program in
Alabama. It was a great opportunity for me, as a
Ukrainian, to go to another part of the world and
discover a new country. It was a once in a lifetime
experience. I spent an unforgettable summer abroad
working as a lifeguard, getting acquainted with
people from around the world, learning American
culture and traveling.
It was a decisive point in my life because I was
surrounded by those that had some of the same
ambitions as me. Tey helped me understand what
it meant to be a student in America. I heard stories
from others and their feedback on the quality of
education they got and it sounded spectacular to
me. It was then that I began to think about coming
to the U.S. for my studies.
Afer returning to my home country, I planned to
fnish my undergraduate studies and get a Master’s
degree. From 2017 to 2019, I was searching for a
marketing program that would be interesting for
me. I decided to look at the programs in the U.S.
instead of in Ukraine because I simply couldn’t fnd
anything that ft my career goals there. However, I
did not know I would have to face a totally diferent
system of education, language, and application
requirements which were diferent from Ukraine.
For example, there are no requirements for
recommendation letters for graduate admission
in Ukraine, so I had to contact my professors and
explain to them that I needed a recommendation
letter in a language that they didn’t speak. I ended
up going with the Ukrainian version and then
translated it later.
In fall 2019, I found out about the launch of a
unique graduate marketing program at WSU that I
didn’t see at any other university. I started preparing
for my goal of being admitted for the fall 2020
semester.
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In March 2020, I received an admission
letter right before the global pandemic
occurred. It was a big relief because I
was going through a tough process, but
I always trusted my hard work and knew
that it would lead me to success.
I knew that this letter would not allow me to enter
the U.S. right away. Te most important thing
was to get a student visa, although it is not always
guaranteed, it may bring abundant opportunities
in the end. I knew that I should be prepared for a
diferent outcome.

One of the biggest pieces of advice that I
can give to someone in a similar situation
is just to believe in yourself. Tere were
times when I thought I would never make
it to the U.S. for my studies, but consistent
work and believing in myself were the
things that kept me going along the way.
Nobody could give me a straight answer about the
possibility of studying in the U.S. for the fall 2020
semester. From March to July, I was just sitting
and waiting for further updates on when the U.S.
embassy would be open in Ukraine and when they
would start to proceed with student visas. It seemed
like there was no guarantee that students like me
would be welcome in the country with the biggest
number of coronavirus cases at that time.
Tere were many ups and downs regarding how
studies would be held in the fall semester. Tere
was a ton of information coming from many
diferent sources, and I never knew which to trust.
Tere was no clear understanding of how the visa
process would continue during the pandemic. Te
rollercoaster of information and emotions was hard
to overcome.

With new restrictions during the pandemic, WSU
decided to make a fexible delivery of classes, which
would require international students like me to
have at least one class with a combination of inperson and online delivery classes. Tat was the frst
moment that I thought there was still a chance for
me to start my dream program as I had planned.

I remember how at the beginning of
August, I was losing hope of attending
WSU. I was dependent on the coronavirus
situation in two countries at the same time
–the U.S. and Ukraine.
Te U.S. embassy in Ukraine was not working, and
they were not issuing student visas, and there was
no information about when they would resume this
process.
Te clock was ticking, and even if I got a visa in
August, they could still deny my entrance in the U.S.
afer the start date of classes. I started to call the U.S.
embassy in Ukraine every day to communicate with
international students from other countries and
monitor all news related to upcoming students.
During the week of Aug. 10, the U.S. consul in
Ukraine announced that it was possible to apply
for a student visa. I completed an application and
scheduled an interview the same week.

It was an uphill battle where I was stuck
in a situation where nothing depended on
me anymore. Te interview at the embassy,
which lasted less than fve minutes, felt
like an eternity to me. I knew that it was
the moment of destiny that could go both
ways.
Afer I got approved for a visa, I had mixed feelings
of amazement and entitlement. I felt like it was
obvious because of my hard work and dedication I

truly deserved. Everything happened so fast, and I
could not believe that afer waiting half of the year I
fnally reached my goal.

I had only one week to prepare for my
long–distance travel with a one–way ticket
in the middle of a global pandemic.
Saying goodbye to my family for an uncertain
period of time was extremely difcult to overcome.
But still, my last-minute thought was that I made it
and I proved to myself that no matter what, I was on
my way to achieve a lifetime dream. Consequently, I
had to fnd a direct fight from Ukraine to the U.S. in
order to avoid any quarantine measures that could
happen somewhere in Europe if I would have a
connection fight.
Luckily, WSU sent me letters confrming that I had
fexible delivery classes. Eventually, the time of
consistent uncertainty had passed when I landed at
the JFK international airport in New York. Here, I
was in the process of starting my new life.
Now, at the end of the frst semester, I confdently
feel that this is all I wanted even though I am
studying mainly online. Te quality of work that I’m
putting in has already resulted in positive outcomes.
I have reached my goal of being an active student by
being involved in diferent student organizations,
and I am sure that the U.S. is a country without
limits which could help me to thrive and bring me
career success. I feel that my personal growth has
just begun because the level of my motivation and
dedication has never decreased.
Never doubt yourself and never shy away from any
challenges you might face in the future. Give it a
chance. Try your best, and eventually your dreams
come true one day with a result that you have been
waiting for a long time.
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